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About This Game

The year 2476, Earth's space-federation has been building moon-bases across the galaxy. One of those moon-bases has been
sending a distress signal. Space Grunts are a group of intergalactic "problem" solvers, sent to investigate..

You play one, out of a team, of Space Grunts, and your mission is simple: find your way into the moon-base, and figure out
what has happened. You'll have to fight your way through aliens, robots, security drones and base-systems. Find the lower levels

of the moon-base, and get to the core of the problems.

Consumables - A large collection of consumables can be found all over the moon base from weapon enhancers, to destructive
toys, armor, explosives, system-hacks, and more. Use the items wisely to advance deeper into the moon-base.

Weapons - Starting with three standard Grunt weapons, you will be able to enhance them for more fire-power and range. On
your way you'll also find alternate weapons, and melee weapons.

Secrets - There are various ways to complete the game, anomalies leading to weird places, underground routes, and mysterious
items to transport you to other area's of the moon-base. On top of these there are secret rooms and area's located all over the

base, so never a dull moment!

Can you find the core of the problems?
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Title: Space Grunts
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Orangepixel
Publisher:
Orangepixel
Release Date: 12 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: 2.0 ghz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000 or higher with OpenGL 2.1 support

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL supported sound card

English
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All I can say is Catch-A-Ride!!!. This is an amazing game, especially when comparing it to its predecessor GSM (2016). The
most important improvement for me is the reduced waiting time when the game is processing all the results. Moreover, it shows
what percentage it already processed which gives a good indication how long to wait (which is not too long). The other feature
that i loved are the player pictures\/images. Moreover, the games and scores seem realistic, and the transfer system balanced. It
is great to know what a player expects prior to buying him because in the previous GSM one would sometimes need to spend
unnecessary amount of 'turns' to figure it out. If you want to have the CM feeling you should buy this game. However, that
doesnt mean it is CM or should become it. Maybe in the future it would be nice to be able to add the feature of defensive,
neutral, and attacking mentality. However, it should never become FM in the sense of its complicated unrealistic 'realism'.
People should remember that gaming should be fun and not a part-time job. This game realizes that and within five years - if the
developer wants it - it can overcome FM.. the DLC does not appear in game?. This game is Super rad!

The controls are really tight, and the soundtrack is amazing!

I had some friends over to try this out and we had a blast. Plus there's a really great survival mode to play Single player.
. X times better than the first one. Intense finger action if you crave the need for speed and puzzle action.. awful, just awful
story is boring
neauseating (location is fixed)
controls are confusing and buggy
3d scenes are not rendered well (hovering over weird black hole, semi transparent objects overlaying)
. Took 3 days for it to even start! Had to send log files to the dev, which got returned to me! (bad email address?) Second or
third patch got it to actually start. Finally starts, it didn't save, had to start over from the beginning, again, over and over. Now, it
crashes in the exact same spot every time---the very first jump in the game. Repeatedly tried it (going through the whole intro
each time), it repeatedly crashes.
Seems like it's still in EA and definitely wasn't ready for release. My first refund ever! 'Might' revisit in 6-12 months.. It was
cheap and I had a coupon, so I bought it. It's addicting, challenging, and fun.

I would like to see them add something that tells you what power ups you have. As it is, you have to figure it out on your own, or
when you use them.. Excellent VR game!! HIGH QUALITY.

I LOVE and value an in-depth adventure that provides variation and this one does it.

I've played quite a few VR titles and there aren't many that have this level of depth in story, mixed game play types (fighting
enemies with sword, shooting with arrow, etc), level differentiation, and overall length to complete the game.

I also really appreciate Mervils' good blend of fighting enemies, collecting things, exploring masterfully artistic lands, and
solving not-too-difficult puzzles (Like with games like Limbo and Trine, I love them but even after multiple attempts and going
back and trying again over and over, I've gotten stuck and end up not finishing which sucks bc I enjoy them... if only I could get
my husband to solve all the puzzles I get stuck on (haha).. but these puzzles won't kill you if you don't have a ton of time to
spend on gaming like myself). :)

While it's a different concept, if you loved Vanishing Realms, you'll love Mervils. Excellent work, Mervils Team! (Seriously.
Great job.)
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Beautiful. Just beautiful. I have not seen such an inteligent way of telling a story with characters so rich in humanity.
  To put pride, greed, fear, jealousy in the characters and at the same time justify these emotions as "just human", is out of pure
genius.
  10/10.. Neat little indie platformer, pretty easy other than the frustrating final boss and level escape.. The irony is there is no
real "Triborg" character with his own moveset. You're actually getting each of the four cyborgs from previous games in the
series combined into one slot. Instead of picking a variation you pick if you want to play as Smoke, Sektor, Cyrax, or the hidden
option, Cyber Sub-Zero. Some of the basic kombos are the same between all four, but each does have some unique kombos of
their own and all of their special moves are unique to that version. So Smoke gets his harpoon and phasing through projectiles,
Sektor has rockets and a flamethrower, Cyrax uses his net and bombs, and Cyber SZ has freeze beams and new ice drones that
can be summoned and later used to enhance his other ice specials.

I bought Triborg separately when he was on sale for $2.49 not really sure I'd like him because I never cared about the cyborgs in
any of the other games, but I figured for the price it was worth the gamble. I'm so glad I did because he's quickly become my
favorite character in the game, mainly the Smoke version. He's just so nimble and his kombos are very easy to start. One of the
easiest is just a quick slide in to hit low and then chain it into a kick. It's so basic but feels so good to do, because it feels fast
and agile and just the hard pounding thud of metal on impact is really satisfying. Sektor also seems really good, but I haven't
played much of Cyrax or Cyber SZ yet because they seem to take more planning to pull off long combos, what with timing the
bombs and having drones on stand-by. More advanced players could do great things with them, I'm sure. For now I definitely
feel like I got my money's worth with just Smoke. The other three forms are a bonus and I'll get to learning them in due time..
Consider it as a required element of the game. If you buy it, you will not need to play another weapon ever again.
You ask why? Because it is the RIPPER!. beautiful artwork story isnt bad would recommend. 100% pudding

version 1.4.1 - the dreaded end boss problems:
A quick little fix, that hopefully ends all the end-boss problems people have been getting (a.k.a: the missing-switch).

Let me know if you still run into the missing-switch problem in the end boss level. I'm 90% sure this fix does away with it, but
I've been sure before ;)

I also added a setting to the options menu to toggle between the old resolution and the new resolution as was introduced in the
previous update. I can understand not everybody likes the higher-resolution (and the added view-distance it brings) so this is a
way for you to change back to the original one.

So.. go update!. Contest #1 update 31b:
Pushing a small update to fix an issue with the prize-giving (only the first 2 players received their prize)

Also made the contest-popup only show once.. will refine that in a future update to make it pop-up possibly 3 times or
something.

Congrats to the first people winning the prize!
And you can still get your Tech junky b-skin in the next few days!

Read up on the contest here:

http://steamcommunity.com/games/371430/announcements/detail/108448838533952336

good luck!. Beta update #5 : Datacards and NPC's:
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Not a big update this time, but still some nice goodies hidden in there.
The pause menu is now fully working, allowing you to change audio and display settings but also check out the new datacards
information.

A new menu item is added "stats + data" where all the various.. uhm.. stats and data will be added. For now you'll only find the
collected (and read!) datacards there. These are now stored, so more interesting to collect them and access a live CPU!

Gameplay wise a lot of balancing was done, small fixes to the audio triggers and other bug fixes.

Possibly also introducing new bugs with the new NPC's! Right now they show up almost in every level every time, this will be
limited more, but makes it easier to debug stuff. So if you run into a weird situation with the NPC's, let me know!

For now they have a few basic lines of the game story, and also offer a fairly generic trade for "x items" for "your item". It's a
start!

interface:

added: stats+data menu option
added: activated datacards now saved and available from menu
changed: pause menu fully working

game:

added: NPC’s with story+trading (still in beta)
changed: made portal/ancient temple appear less often
changed: balancing on item-drops
change: Spawner now also struck by EMP
fix: sounds on laserturrets,spawners and spiders now robotic
fix: EMP now works in hallways/seperate rooms
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. Beta update 4: Ancient temple:

Just a reminder for those who are wondering, the beta-access is available for people who pre-order from 
http://www.spacegrunts.com So if you are reading this and go "hey, I wanna try this out" then go there, and then come back with
a steam key !

So, another update, and again, a pretty big one!

It comes with a new special zone: ancient temple, a huge collection of interface improvements based on feedback and requests,
and a bunch of bug fixes.

Also sneaked in a new creature and a "nest room" for the "Spider" which comes in two shapes. Still have to balance the spiders a
bit more, but let me know what you think!

If you found the Ancient temple, let me know how you like it (and the way to get there)

interface:

fix: prettied up the intro with some lights (batteries not included)
change: i-key now also usable to close inventory
change: F1 now also opens/closes inventory
fix: added exit door+portal to the map view
fix: secret area’s on map now slightly less obvious
fix: added alien door to the map view

game:
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new: Ancient temple zone + portal (2nd hidden zone)
new: spider enemy; mommy and children
change: “radiation” level (8) now has bigger chance of acid
change: 2nd tune added (work in progress)
change: big-gibs have extra “splat” sound
fix: spread-fire won’t take all health anymore
fix: alien-artifact now only given once per game
fix: spreading-fire now stops at doors/cpu’s,and exit devices
fix: splash-damage from rockets working again
fix: exit-door only counts as 1 turn now
fix: plant’s don’t block bullets once shot
fix: minor wall-bugs

. update 16: Alien pillars !?:

New achievements, couple of datacards, an "ammo-box", and a bunch of other things in this update.

I also tweaked the reinforcement a bit more, didn't like all the blocking he would do and having to shoot him to get rid of him.
So now you can just pass him without having to "kill" him.

Also improved the animation for the crowbar some more, now really feels meaty when you smash things!

In later levels you'll bump into a new, mysterious, alien-pillar.. so watch out for that, and see if you can find the datacard for the
pillar if you want more information on it ;)

Remember, if you like the game, tell your friends and if possible leave a little positive review.. that goes a long way to support
me and the game!

interface:
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fix: your location is now blinking on the map

game:

added: zombie-achievement
added: reinforcement achievement
added: a variation of the “spider - nest” rooms
added: ammo-loot , upgrades most ammo at once
added: Alien-pillar
change: mommy-spiders now drop ammo-loot
change: items will get damaged in big-explosions/hits
change: reinforcements are now “passable” by player
fix: upload daily-score also to “global” board if better
fix: dropping damaged item will stay damaged
fix: berzerker going crazy if no shells

. Update #11: the big pre-ea-fix:

Tomorrow (Tuesday) the game enters Early Access, this hopefully means a lot of new players entering the moonbase and
leaderboards. It should mean you can also start leaving reviews on the game page.. (hint)

Back to the important stuff:

So today's update brings mostly a lot, and I mean a lot, of fixes and minor tweaks to the interface and also various stuff in the
game.

And one, often requested, feature is now added (slightly work in progress) and that's defining your own keys! For now it's just
for keyboard, still needs some improvement, and I'll see what I can do for controllers, altho they are using a fairly basic layout
already.

The interface look has changed slightly, giving a more unified look for everything.
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So enjoy! I'll see you on the leaderboards, as it looks like we have our first "surviver" topping the ranks in a pretty decent time!

interface:

ADDED !! : input settings for keyboard - check them in options menu
fix: various gamepad button assignments
fix: stopped controller from taking over the interface (deadzone check)
fix: added middle-mouse button for inventory
fix: more unified interface look

game

change: made Techmine more usable (auto-countdown, always explodes)
added: animation for the “alien portal”
fix: mom+kid spider gave wrong name when they killed you
fix: improved looping of music
fix: level 12 exit-placement problems
fix: secret area-walls now shootable with mouse controls
fix: CPU’s not always showing up on map
fix: Spawner was blocking rockets
fix: NPC asking for 2 different things if you returned
fix: NPC sometimes spawned at exit
fix: stopped barrels from exploding when in in-active area’s
fix: made “secret” stuff not appear in early game sessions to not scare new players
fix: damaged items, now more noticable damaged
fix: “underground cave” entrance wasn’t spawning (like close to never)
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